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Heritage-Angler wrote:
...
Two years ago at the tying jam, one of our member's sons was given a box full of tying equipment and
supplies by our own Krayfish. It was a very generous thing to do, and clearly showed the goodwill and
desire to help that is typical of our members here on PAFF. This young man also received some great
beginner's instruction at the Jam from the guys at Hokendauqua TU. He tied his first ever flies that day!
Last year, that young man (Ben Fedeli - his Dad is "Hack" on our forum) showed us some of the flies he
had tied in the past year, and gave them to some of us. They were tied really well! He also was the
recipient of SkyBlue's generosity, when Rick gave him the awesome tying bench csoult donated to the
event, and that Rick had won in the raffle.
This year,Ben felt confident enough in his new found skills to do a demo tie at the Jam - his own tie, the
"Pink Tag".
And so, we here at PAFF have helped get a fine young man into what looks like a lifelong adventure in
flyfishing/flytying.

Ed, once again, you are too kind.
In addition to the guys HA mentioned above, the many attendees and tyers that have been a part of this event
over the past three years have been really great about encouraging Ben and setting a positive example for him
to follow.
Ed and Mike are big heroes here in making this event happen, and I hope that it continues on in their care for a
few more years until Ben is old enough to take up the mantle and help move this forward. I have told him that I
expect him to be there and tying for the next 50 years! He is learning and continuing to grow, and as he
continues, it is incumbent on him to help the next person that wants to learn.
YOU GUYS - PA FLY FISH - are awesome. It is the generosity of it's members that has made this possible for
Ben to learn and grow as a fly fisherman, and I thank you all for it.

